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The joint asymptotic multinormality of certain linear signed-rank statistics 
introduced by Shane and Puri (1969) is established for the nonidentically 
distributed case; moreover, the usual restriction forbidding constant score 
generating functions is dropped. In addition, sufficient conditions more general 
than those of Shane and Puri are given for the convergence of certain dispersion 
matrices, and these conditions guarantee the asymptotic independence of the 
statistics under consideration. 
1. INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY 
In a set-up involving multivariate comparisons, Shane and Puri (1969) 
proposed a family of rank order tests based on sums of quadratic forms in linear 
signed-rank statistics T$’ (a = I,..., c). Assuming that the random variables 
corresponding to any treatment pair (Y are identically distributed, Shane and Puri 
established the joint asymptotic multinormality Tc),..., T$); they also showed 
that under the hypothesis H,, of no treatment difference or under a sequence of 
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“nearby” alternatives KN , the Tg’ are asymptotically independent and the 
corresponding dispersion matrices converge; thus it followed that the proposed 
test statistics have asymptotically central or noncentral chi-square distribution 
under H,, or KN . 
In Section 3 of the present paper the methods of Chernoff and Savage (1958) 
as extended in Puri and Sen (1971; Chapter 4) are used to establish the joint 
asymptotic multinormality of Tg),..., T$’ under somewhat weaker assumptions 
than those of Shane and Puri; in particular, the requirement that the random 
variables under consideration be identically distributed is dropped, and the 
restriction that the score-generating functions be nonconstant is eliminated so 
that statistics used in construction of multivariate sign tests can be treated as a 
special case. In Section 4 we give sufficient conditions (more general than those 
of Shane and Puri) for the dispersion matrices of Tly),..., Tg’ to converge and 
have a relatively simple form. Finally, in Section 5 we give sufficient conditions 
for the asymptotic independence of Tjyl),..., Tg’ and produce consistent estimators 
of the respective asymptotic dispersion matrices. 
Applications of these results to hypothesis testing are discussed in Russell 
(1973) and will be the subject of a later paper. 
2. PRELIMINARY NOTATIONS AND ASSUMPTIONS 
Consider c doubly indexed sequences of p-variate random variables X$!, = 
(Xki,, ,..., X$imr)’ (r = l,..., N,; N, = 1, 2 ,...; (Y = l,..., c) which are inde- 
pendently distributed as F,&$ , respectively, where Ft.\ , is a continuous p-variate 
c.d.f. (cumulative distribution function). Here N = zz=, N, . Even though 
z2.l. 9 Xry”!, , and Fg,Jv depend on N only through N, , we avoid writing 
“X.vak,, ,” ‘lXN,,r ,” and ‘LFN,.7 ” for reasons of notational convenience. To avoid 
needless repetition of the ranges corresponding to various indices, we make the 
following conventions: OL, /3, y  = l,..., c; N, N, , NB , N,, = 1, 2 ,...; r = l,..., N, 
(or N, or N,,); k, 1 = I,..., p. We shall assume throughout this paper that there 
is a pa > 0 such that pg’ = N,/N > pa. M&L, A) denotes a p-variate normal 
distribution with mean p and dispersion matrix A. 
Let C(X) be 1 or 0 as x 3 or < 0, and let sgn x = c(x) - c(-x). Denote the 
marginal c.d.f. of Xg2.r by F$d,, and the joint bivariate marginal c.d.f. of 
<&!L P X$r$) by Fti,,,; that is, let 
F%&,Y) = Wfkk,,, < x, Xi& < ~1. 
We implicitly allow k = I in FtLzal. , in which case 
K%&, Y> = Fkh(min{x, ~1). 
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Denote 
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F*‘“’ 
Nk = 
N,-l c” F’“’ 
Nk.r 9 
r=1 
F*(a) = 
NkZ 
N,-1 ? F’“’ 
Nk1.t , 
24 
$‘*(a’ = N,-l c” F$, , 
N 
r=1 
N,-1 c” &a’ 
Nk.+ , 
r-1 
HZ, &‘H;d = N-’ i “c” Hj.$, , 
a=l7=1 
H%z,,(x, Y) = F%z.r(x, Y) - Fk;z.&x, Y) - F%z.r(x, -r> + #cz,A--x, -~1; 
H* NkZ = i pb’H;&’ = N-l i f  Hkiz,, , 
a-1 a=1 74 
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and let the corresponding empirical c.d.f.‘s be given by 
and 
RN,(X) = i &‘fzg(x) = N-’ i 2 c(x - 1 xki,, I) 
a=1 Ir=l r=l 
for-ao(x<co. 
Let {E&m)}, m = I,..., N be known scores and define 
JN~(u) = ENk(4 
m- 1 
for - 
N <l4<; 
and O<u<l, 
so that in particular, J&m/N + 1) = E,,(m). We make the following assump- 
tions on the score generating functions JNk: 
$2 JN&) = JkW existsfor O<u<l. (2.1) 
I_mm (JNk hi& fTNk(l x I)] - Jk [fi aNk(l x I)]) ‘gn ’ dF!&x) 
= o&N;~‘~). (2.2) 
1 Jp(u)l = I(df/du”) Jk(U)l < K[u(l - f4)]8-i--1/2, i = 0,l (2.3) 
for some K and 6 > 0. 
In a coordinatewise separate ranking, let R$, = the rank of I X22,, I among 
{I X$iL I,-..> I -G’,‘.,, 0-v I X&v, I> and 
C$$, = sgn X$i,, , for r = l,..., N, , a = l,..., c. 
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Define univariate rank order statistics coordinatewise as 
*(a) = N,-l Na (a) 
PNk c I1Nk.r = 
x Jk[HN*k() x I)] sgn x dFg’,“‘(x). 
T=l 
3. JOINT ASYMPTOTIC NORMALITY OF TjNG) 
THEOREM 3.1. Let TN = (N:‘2Ti,?‘,..., IV,‘/2T(Nc)‘)‘, let pN = (N~‘2~f(1”,..., 
,3+)‘)‘, and let r~ = ((YN.kl.aB )) be the matrix of order pc x pc given by 
(4.1). Assume that Jk satisjies (2.1)-(2.3) for k = I,..., p and that 
for every d E WC either d’I’,d is bounded away from zero OY lim d’r,d = 0. (3.1) 
Then TN is asymptotically pc-variate normal MD,(pN , rN). 
Proof. First rewrite the integral form of T,$$ in (2.4) as 
T$ = B iti t il c%‘k 7 
where 
B’“’ = B’“’ . + B’“’ 
Nk 1,Nh 2,Nk) 
B(U) 
1.Nk = 
s 
m  Jk[Hzk(i X I)] %n X&h 
--m 
@$, = 
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C’“’ 
3,Nk = [pNk(I x I) - ff.&(I x I)] Jk'cH,&'k(l x I)] w ' d[Fkkx> - Fi?(x)l, 
and 
Now write 
and 
B$$ = (I# ,..., B$;)‘, BN = (N;“B$)‘,..., N:‘“Bk”)‘, 
c:‘, = (Cf& ,...) C$.lp)r, 
C ,,N = (N;‘2ck!; ,..., N;‘“c;!;)’ (n = I,..., 4), 
to obtain 
Cj$, = o~(N$‘) by assumption (2.2), and in fact if Jk is a constant function, 
then Jk’ = 0 so CE)Nk E 0 for n = l,..., 4. Furthermore, it follows from Sen 
(1970; pp. 67-71) [see also Puri and Sen (1971), pp. 405-407] that if Jk is non- 
constant and satisfies (2.3), then c”,=l CN --+P 0. 
Thus TN - BN converges in probability to the zero vector, so that TN and 
BN have the same limiting distribution if they have any at all [cf. Cramer (1946), 
p. 2991. To complete the proof of Theorem 3.1, it therefore suffices to show that 
BN has asymptotically $x-variate normal distribution Mp,(y, , rN). With this 
end in view, notice that if we denote 
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then 
and 
so that 
Clearly wLk(X%,)I = Pk!., and E[Bki(X,$&)] = 0, so that E[B$] = 
&f”’ and ultimately E[B,] = p, . We show in Section 4 that 
E[@N - PN)@N - PN)‘I = riv - 
The desired asymptotic normality then follows from Liapunoff’s theorem and 
the following lemma, the proof of which is similar to that of Lemma 4.4.5 in 
Puri and Sen (1971) and is therefore omitted. 
LEMMA 3.2. For some 6’ > 0, under (2.3), 
c NB 
N-l c c E I B,,,(Xti,,)12+8’ < K < co, (3.3) 
B-1r-1 
N-’ 6$1 El E [ail P? I Bk~(&%,,)l]2+a’ < K -c 00, (3.4) 
whereKneitherdependsonNmronF$‘~q’,. 
We now return to the proof of Theorem 3.1. Let d = (dc’) E oWpc be arbitrary. 
We show that d’BN is asymptotically normal. If d’I’d-+ 0, thend’(BN - pN) + 0; 
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that is, d’BN is asymptotically (degenerate) normal. Thus by assumption (3.1), 
it suffices to show that if d’r,d is bounded away from zero, then 
(cl’r,d)-’ d’(Bi,, - PP,) A J-(0, 1). 
Notice that 
d’BN = 1 C ZE!, , 
f3=17-l 
where 
so that {Zg!,.} (j3 = l,..., c; I = l,..., IVs) is a 
variables. Thus 
sequence of independent random 
= 02(d’BN) = d’r,d. 
Furthermore, for 6’ > 0 sufficiently small, Lemma 3.2 (together with the 
c,-inequality) gives 
c N6 
zl zl E I Z?, 12+*’ G Kw”‘~ gl [N-l il El E I ~.R(X%)I~+~’ 
+ N-l il @ [&P(i) I ~~~(X%~l]2+*‘] = o(l). 
= = 
Thus, by Liapounoff’s theorem, 
(d’rNd)-“2 d’(BN - PN) 
= [i c” u2(zg;r)]-1’2 i 2 (Z$!, - E[zyr]) -5 H-(0, 1). 
B=lr=l B-174 
Remark 3.3. Under different conditions on the score-generating functions, 
HuHkovl (1971) proves using the methods of Hajek (1968) that TN is asymp- 
totically Jlr,,(E(TN), COV(T,)). NO explicit forms for E(TN) and COV(TN) are 
given, however, and Hugkova does not give sufficient conditions for the conver- 
gence of {cov(T~)}. 
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4. THE DISPERSION MATRIX I’~ 
Writing BN = (N:‘2Bjji ,..., N:‘2@.$ ,..., N~‘2B~~) in form (3.2) and applying 
Fubini’s theorem, it is not difficult to compute E[(B, - pN)(BN - pN)‘] = 
((YN.~~,~B))- In fact 
+ (pjyu)pjvB))1’2 N-l i 2 E[B$(Xj$,) * B:;(X$.&)] 
v=l7=1 
- X1 c” rk;.&,~] T=l 
+ (pYPlvBy2 i,” j” [fGw(l x 17 IY I) 
--m --oo 
(4.1) 
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Condition (3.1) (necessary for Theorem 3.1 to hold) will be satisfied in 
particular if {I’,} converges to a matrix r. We now give conditions under which 
(I’,} converges to a matrix of relatively simple form. An additional condition on 
Jk (which seems to have been made tacitly by previous authors) is required, 
namely: 
The set of d&continuities of Jk’ has Lebesgue measure zero. (4.2) 
THEOREM 4.1. Suppose for k, I = I ,..., p and 01 = I,..., c that Jk satis$es (2.3) 
and (4.2) and that as N -+ co 
blob, Y) - G% r), (4.3) 
where Fzp) is a continuous c.d.f., 
for all x E R, (4.4) 
Then 
P(k) - p (OL) > 0. (4.5) 
lim ~~~~~~~~ = b jm jm Jk[&*(l 2 01 Jd%*(I Y I>1 sgn v dFk*l(abZ”, r>. 
,V+ffi --m -cc 
Before proceeding with the proof of Theorem 4.1, consider briefly assumptions 
(4.3)-(4.5). Notice that (4.3) and (4.4) together entail that F,$? --f F,*‘“’ where 
FT’“’ is a continuous c.d.f. symmetric about zero. Several models which justify 
aisumption (4.3) are given in Puri and Sen [(1971), pp. 165, 1661. (4.4) will be 
satisfied in particular if for every x E R and for every E > 0 there is an IV$(<) 
such that N > Iv, implies max,,r ,..., N, 1 F,&!,(x) + F,$,(-x) - 1 j < 6. 
[cf. Huikova (1970), p. 3201. Finally, (4.5) gu arantees the existence of the overall 
averages 
We require the following lemma: 
LEMMA 4.2. Suppose that Jk satisjies (2.3) and (4.2) and that (fNk} is an 
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equicontitwous fmily of even functions R + R such that for some K and all 
x E (0, co), 
Suppose also that (4.3)-(4.5) hold. Then as N -+ co 
Proof. Notice first that by (2.3) {I$L> is a bounded sequence of real numbers. 
Let a be any accumulation point. We show a = 0 to complete the proof. 
Some subsequence of {It;} converges to a; for notational convenience, we 
assume I$2 -+ a. Since ( fN} is an equicontinuous and uniformly bounded family, 
Arzela’s Theorem applies, yielding a subsequence which converges uniformly 
on compacts to a continuous function f .  Again for notational convenience, we 
assume fNk + fk . Clearly, fk is even. Let N be large enough thatF$F’(O) > l/3. 
Then 
Using Lebesgue’s Dominated Convergence Theorem and (4.2), it can be shown 
that if {Gj$} is a sequence of continuous c.d.f.‘s on [0, co) satisfying GE;(x) --+ 
H;‘“‘(x), G&!(x) < 3H$=‘( x , ) and I - G&!(Jc) < 3[1 - H$t’(x)] (X E [0, co)), 
then 
where hg’ = (H~(a))-l. Since both {Hz:‘) and {[F$p’(O) - F~~‘(-x)]/F$‘(O)> 
are allowable choices for {G&A}, the proof is complete. Q.E.D. 
We now prove Theorem 4.1 by showing that all terms except the first in (4.1) 
are asymptotically negligible and that the first term converges to the desired 
quantity. We first show that as N -+ co 
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where for --co<x<m, 
x Jt’FGd Y III w Y WZ%9. 
By Lemma 4.2 it suffices to show that {fi$} is an equicontinuous family of 
functions R + R such that for some K and all x E [0, co), 
Using the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, exploiting the independence of Xi?,‘., 
ami X2’,‘, , for (Y, y> # (y’, t’), and applying (3.6), we find for x, y E [0, co), 
= E N-l i 5 [c(x - 1 X(‘) 
I 1 y=lr=1 
h%.r I) - fc,rbll[4Y - I XI;YL I) - fGL(r)l/ 1 
= E 
I !( 
N-1'2 i 3 [c(x - 1 x2;,, I) - H$~,Jx)]) 
v=lr=l 
< [( Iv-’ i 2 E[c(x - 1 xkL*, I) - H&(x)]2) 
y=17=1 
x (N-’ i “c’ E[c(y - I &;., I> - f&(~ll~)]~‘~ 
Y=lr=-1 
Thus by (2.3), we have for x E (0, Q)) that 
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Furthermore, for x, x’ E [0, co), 
H&l(X, y) - N-l i 9 HEY;,,(&L(Y) 
?==l r=l 
- [f&(X’, y) - N-l i 3 H$*,(x’) f&(Y)] 1 
y=l r-1 
x [fG,(Y)Cl - z?YW2 
d I H&(x) - fG,(x )I”” vf&(YN - fGl(Y)1)““~ 
so that by (2.3), 
If$kl(x) - fj-$(x’)I < 1 H&(x) - H,&(x’)~*‘~ K&l Jo1 u(l - .)-l+’ du. 
Since (H&} are all continuous and converge (uniformly) to a continuous Hk*, 
it follows that the family {f$$} is equicontinuous, establishing (4.8). Similarly, 
one can show that as N -+ 00. 
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where for -co < x < CO, 
This follows most easily by writingf,$ = g, + h, , where for -cc < x < CO 
g&) = j-1 j” [c(I x I - I .z I) - ff,e)(I x I)1 ILPGdl Y III WY c%)(Y, 4 
--5 
and 
Nd 
hN(X) = q1 c [fGf’(l x I) - ~2L.(I 2 I)1 jm l,FGL(I Y I)1 WY dJ%L(Y). 
?=l -cc 
One then shows that both {gN} and (AN} satisfy the conditions of Lemma 4.2. 
Before proceeding further we require a bit more notation. Let e > 0 be given. 
Choose 0 < a = U(E) < l/2 such that 
s [u( 1 - u)]-““” du < E, (4.10) [N,l-al’ 
where 6 comes from (2.3) (here and in what follows, for a set A, A’ denotes the 
complement of A). Let 
Sk = S,(E) = (x: 2a/3 < H,*(x) < 1 - 2a/3} = [b, , ck], 
SNk = SNk(E) = {x: a < H$&) < 1 - a = [bNlc ) CNk], 
To show that zrlI &&&$ = o(N,), it suffices to show that 
(4.11) 
NU 
K’ c (Pzc*J2 - 0 as N-too. (4.12) 
I=1 
Let 0 < E < 1 be given and let a(ep0/4), S,,(~p,/4), and S,(&4) be as in (4.10) 
and (4.11).Let b, = b,,, < b,,, < ... < b,,, = ck satisfy bi,K - b{-r$ < 
(A4 - 1)-r(c, - bk), where M is an integer large enough that I x - y I < 
(M - I)-l(c, - bk) entails 1 Jk[Hk*(l X I)] - +fk[Hk*(IY I)]/ < 43 for 
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1x1, 1 yl es,. Define& Sk +R by lettingg(x) = Jk[Hk*(bi,J] for x E (bd-l,k, &). 
Then for N sufficiently large, 
+ 8M2(u2/9)-‘+2s M-’ Fl [N+ (~k~,~hc) + %cA--bi,,) - II2 
establishing (4.12). (4.8), (4.9), and (4.12) show that all terms except the first in 
(4.1) are asymptotically negligible. Thus to complete the proof of Theorem 4.1 
it suffices to show 
m m 
-I I .MHk*(l x III .M&*(lr I)1 wv G/%~Y), (4.13) --m -cc 
and this follows along the lines of Theorem 4.1 of Shane and Puri (1969). 
5. ASYMPTOTIC INDEPENDENCE OF {Tg’} 
The following is an immediate consequence of Theorem 3.1 and Theorem 4.1. 
COROLLARY 5.1. Suppose fw k = I,..., p and OL = l,..., c that Jk satisfies 
(2.1)-(2.3) and (4.2) and that as N -+ co, (4.3)-(4.5) hold. Then the oectws 
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jjT,1/2(T;’ - cc;c’“‘) are asymptotically independently distributed as &,(O, Acab), 
where TE’ is giwm by (2.5), pz’“’ by (2.6), and A(a) = ((ak’)) by 
./kLHk*(i x !> I  h[%*(i Y  111 sgn %Y dF,*,(“)(xs y). (5.1) 
Since the dispersion matrices A ta) of (5.1) depend on the limiting distributions 
F*(~), consistent estimators of A(a) are required for applications and provided by 
the following theorem. Note that by (2.2) and (2.3), 
- J?c hi& Rm(I X I) Jdfl~dl Y IN] sgn xy d&$(x, y) = o,(l). 
(5.2) 
THEOREM 5.2. Suppose for k = l,...,p that Jk satisJies (2.3) and (2.3). 
ThenasN-+cq 
Ak’ - A$“’ p, 0 > 
where A$$ = ((a$&)) and A$“’ = ((a$;t\)) aregiwen by 
*(a) m m 
aN,kZ = 
s s 
JkP&(l x I>1 Jd~~dI Y 01 sgnxy dFk?(x,y). --m -03 
Proof. Using (5.2) it follows that 
x sgn xy &$(x, y) + o,(l). 
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Write the first term of (5.3) as 
and the first term of (5.4) as 
It follows from (2.3) and the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality that 
< N+‘j’( o1 Lu(l - u)]z(-l+s)(l+s’) &, + 0 
s 
as N - co if 6’ > 0 is sufficiently small so that by the Degenerate Convergence 
Criterion in Loeve [(1963, p. 3171, (5.5) is asymptotically equivalent (in proba- 
bility) to u,$gi . By essentially similar arguments, it can be shown that the 
second as well as the third term in (5.5) is o,(l). 
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